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Abstract: A technique for implementing monolithic resistors with a desired temperature coefficient (TC) over a wide temperature
range is introduced. A typical monolithic resistor consists of a core resistive layer terminated with contact layers on each end. In a
typical process, there are core resistive layers that have TCs with opposite sign of that of the contacts. The authors propose to take
advantage of this property and distribute a certain number of contacts across the core resistor to achieve a desired overall TC for
monolithic resistors. This TC can be negative, zero or positive. The methodologies for designing such resistors are presented. As a
proof-of-concept, several resistor structures have been designed and implemented in a 0.13 μm complementary metal-oxide
semiconductor technology. The simulation and measurement results over the temperature range of 25–200°C confirm the
validity of the proposed technique.

1 Introduction

Monolithic resistors are among the essential components for
many analogue and mixed-signal integrated circuits [1–4].
In particular, temperature-independent resistors, resistors
with zero temperature coefficient (Z-TC), improve the
reliability of such circuits for applications requiring
operation over a wide range of temperature; for example,
automotive, aerospace, oil, pulp and paper, and food-related
applications. In addition, being able to design a resistor
with a known (and desired) temperature coefficient (TC)
provides more flexibility in the design of circuits for
temperature-concerned applications. There are many
analogue and mixed-signal integrated circuits that require
temperature-independent resistors. Examples include voltage
and current references and bias circuits, in particular,
constant-gm biasing in both regular and high-temperature
circuits [5–12]. Resistors with a known TC can be used for
temperature measurement and/or calibration.

1.1 Current approaches

There are several approaches available to implement a (near)
Z-TC resistor. Some are intended for discrete (off-chip)
resistors, or use non-standard materials and/or extra process
steps to realise a composite on-chip resistor with Z-TC [13–
18]. In addition to these approaches, there are several circuit
techniques to implement (near) Z-TC resistors [19–21]. One
technique is to apply an external compensation circuit [22],
which requires extra design effort and circuit components.
Another circuit technique is based on using two different
types of monolithic resistors, negative TC (N-TC) and
positive TC (P-TC) resistors [23–28]. By properly

combining these resistors in series and/or parallel, a (near)
Z-TC composite resistor is realised. However, in such
resistor structures the effects of contacts on the temperature
behaviour of the overall resistor has not been considered.
The effects of contacts become more pronounced as the
number of resistors that are being combined increases.
To alleviate the above-mentioned issues, the presented

technique is based on implementing a given resistor using a
combination of same-type resistors and considering the
temperature behaviour of contacts used in sub-resistors. A
preliminary concept of such technique is discussed in [29].
In this work, we expand the concept, simplify the design
strategy, provide the design methodologies and verify the
proposed techniques using simulations as well as
measurements on a wide range of fabricated resistors. Using
the proposed model, one can lay out a resistor with a
controlled TC by combining several core resistors and
adding certain number of contacts (with opposite TC as
compared to the core resistors). Thus, a resistor with a
desired TC (with negative, nearly zero or positive value)
can be implemented.
In the following sections, we present the proposed

monolithic resistor structure and a design strategy on how
to implement a resistor with a desired TC. The proposed
technique is simple and practical. Without loss of
generality, we present the design technique for resistors
with near Z-TC; however, the technique can be used to
design resistors with a desired TC.
As a proof-of-concept, several resistor structures based on

the proposed technique in the range of 1–100 kΩ have been
simulated and implemented in a 0.13 μm complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technology. These
different resistors are designed to show the impact of each
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model parameter on temperature behaviour of the overall
resistor. The simulation and measurement results over the
temperature range of 25–200°C confirm the validity of
the proposed technique. These results will be discussed in
the measurement section.

2 Monolithic resistor structure

Typically, in a monolithic design, it is desirable to implement
resistors with a near zero (or with a given) TC using the
foundry provided resistor structures available in a given
technology. Let us first briefly overview a generic resistor
structure that is provided by foundries.

2.1 Foundry-provided resistor parameters

A typical resistor structure, for example, a poly resistor,
consists of two physical parts, namely, a core resistor, with
the sheet resistance Rcore, and two terminal contact resistors,
each one denoted as Rcnt. The total value of the resistor,
Rtot, is given by

Rtot = Rcore ×
L

W

( )
+ 2× Rcnt

W

( )
(1)

where L and W are the length and width of the resistive layer,
for example, poly, in μm. The core resistor, Rcore, is in Ω/sqr;
each contact resistor, Rcnt, is in Ω·μm and total resistor, Rtot, is
in Ω. A typical minimum value (scaled version) of L and W
for such resistor, in the technology that we used, is 1.6 and
0.4 μm, respectively. Each resistor component has its own
resistivity value and TC. These values are provided by the
foundry. Note that to avoid disclosing the values provided
by the particular foundry used in this work, the values
shown in Table 1 are scaled.
As can be seen from the table, Rcore has a P-TC and Rcnt has

an N-TC, therefore, by proper choice of areas for the core and
contact regions, one can implement a resistor with a given
TC. This is the fundamental idea behind this work, which
will be elaborated in more detail in this paper.

2.2 Definitions

For the purpose of clarity and brevity of the analysis that will
follow, we define three unit resistors. Unit Rcore: Ru.core =
Rcore × Lmin, Unit Rcnt: Ru.cnt = 2 × Rcnt and Unit Rtot:
Ru.tot = Rtot ×Wmin. Note that the factor of 2 is included in
Ru.cnt to account for the contacts at both ends of the core
region. Also, note that all these defined parameters have the
same unit, that is, Ω·μm. The scaled values of these
parameters are also listed in Table 1. Using these three

defined unit resistors, we can rewrite (1) as follows

Ru.tot

Wmin
= Ru.core

W
+ Ru.cnt

W
(2)

Furthermore, without loss of generality, we consider the
following two configurations for implementing a given
resistor, Rtot: one resistor configuration is based on a long
minimum-width core resistor with contact areas at each end,
Rlong, and the other one is a series of several short
minimum-length minimum-width core resistors each having
two contacts at their two ends, Rshort. As presented in [29],
any arbitrary resistor, Rtot, can be realised using a series
combination of one Rlong(x) and one Rshort(n), as shown in
Fig. 1, as follows

Rtot = Rlong(x)+ Rshort(n) (3)

where n is a positive integer, which is the number of series
resistors in Rshort; x is a positive real value, which is a
length factor, that is, L/Lmin, where L is the length of the
structure and Lmin is the minimum length allowable in the
process.
Note that since Rcore has a P-TC and Rcnt has an N-TC

(refer to Table 1), for a given n, by increasing x the
sensitivity of Rlong to temperature (namely, its (dR/dT ))
increases. By proper choice of x, one can design a resistor
in which core and contact resistors have the same absolute
value of (dR/dT ), however, with opposite signs.

2.3 TC considerations

Consider a minimum-size resistor with Lmin and Wmin and
corresponding contacts at each end, as shown in Fig. 1a.
From Table 1, we obtain the ratio of Ru.cnt/Ru.core, which is
equal to 86.4Ω·μm/435.2Ω·μm= 0.199. Note that for this
particular case, the contact resistor is almost a fifth of the
core resistor (that is, Rcnt ≃ 1/6× Rtot and
Rcore ≃ 5/6× Rtot). On the other hand, the TC ratio for the
Rcnt and Rcore, that is, TCcnt/TCcore, is –976/61.6 = –15.84.
Hence, the overall TC of a minimum-size resistor Rtot is

Table 1 Example parameters of a specific resistor (Rtot) based
on core resistance (Rcore) and contact resistance (Rcnt)

Definition Constant Value Unit

minimum length Lmin 1.6 μm
minimum width Wmin 0.4 μm
core resistor Rcore 272 Ω/sqr
contact resistor Rcnt 43.2 Ω·μm
core resistor-TC TCcore +61.6 ppm/°C
contact resistor-TC TCcnt −976 ppm/°C
Ru.core (Unit Rcore) Rcore × Lmin 435.2 Ω·μm
Ru.cnt (Unit Rcnt) 2 ×Rcnt 86.4 Ω·μm
Ru.tot (Unit Rtot) Rtot ×Wmin 0.4·Rtot Ω·μm

Fig. 1 Example resistor realizations

a Minimum-size unit resistor with n = 1, Lmin and Wmin

b Rlong with a length factor, x = 9.6
c Rtot example; series combination of n minimum-size unit resistors as Rshort

with n = 3 and a Rlong with a length factor, x = 9.6
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mainly affected by Rcnt, that is, the effect of contact resistor
TC on overall TC of the minimum-size resistor is
approximately −15.84 × 0.199 = − 3.15 times more than
that of the TC of core resistor.
Now, consider the case when Rtot is larger than the

minimum-size resistor, that is, x > 1. We want to investigate
the temperature behaviour of Rtot for different values of x.
Based on the result of previous paragraph, if x is chosen to
be around 3.15, the overall temperature dependence of the
total resistor Rtot is proportional to 3.15 × 5/6 = 2.63 related
to Rcore and −15.84 × 1/6 = −2.64 related to Rcnt. Thus, by
proper choice of x, these two values can ideally cancel out
each other to achieve an Rtot with a (near) Z-TC.
Hence, for a given Rtot, depending on the value of the

length factor, x, one can obtain different TCs. In our
example, if x is chosen to be around 3.15, a (near) Z-TC
resistor will be achieved. For smaller values of x, the Rcnt

TC would be dominant and a negative overall TC will be
obtained, while for larger values of x the Rcore TC would be
dominant and a positive overall TC will be achieved.
To be able to differentiate between Rlong and Rshort, any

long resistor Rtot with sufficiently large x which results in a
positive TC resistor is referred to as Rlong. In our example,
if x > 3.15, then the resistor is classified as Rlong. On the
other hand, if x is such that the TC of the resistor is
negative (x < 3.15 for our example), then the resistor is
referred to as Rshort. In essence, Rlong has P-TC and Rshort

has N-TC. However, this approach has two main
limitations: (1) Since n must be an integer, the value of the
designed resistor will most likely be different from the
desired value. (2) Rtot consists of the resistor structures with
different lengths (i.e. Rlong and Rshort components), thus it
does not have a structured layout and is also sensitive to
process. Therefore to address these shortcomings, we
propose another resistor structure that resolves the
aforementioned issues and furthermore makes the design
procedure simpler and more practical. This modified
structure is based on using identical resistor components
and in the following section, we describe the steps that has
led to this structure.

3 Analysis and design of an arbitrary resistor
with desired TC

Consider an Rtot shown in Fig. 1 (as presented in [29], it has
been designed to have a near Z-TC): the core part of Rlong can
be divided into smaller sizes and added to the resistive core
part of Rshort components, such that all the components
(Rlong and all the resistors in Rshort) have the same length.
Owing to this re-distribution, the temperature behaviour of
Rtot should remain the same, since it still consists of the
same amount of core resistor with P-TC and contact resistor
with N-TC. This uniform resistor structure will minimise
the impacts of process on the Rtot. With this rearrangement,
any given resistor can be laid out with N uniform resistors
with a length of X/N × Lmin, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that,
X =N × x, that is, x = X/N.
Assuming such a multi-finger resistor structure, by

substituting X and N into (1), the Rtot can be written as follows

Rtot = X × Rcore ×
Lmin

Wmin

( )
+ N × 2× Rcnt

Wmin

( )
(4)

where Lmin andWmin are the minimum length and width of the

core resistor. Multiplying both sides of (4) byWmin, we obtain

Rtot ×Wmin = X × Rcore × Lmin + 2N × Rcnt (5)

Recall from Table 1, a unit resistor Ru.core denotes a
minimum-size unit resistor, that is, Rcore × Lmin. Also, a unit
contact resistor Ru.cnt is denoted by 2 × Rcnt (since each unit
resistor has two contacts) and a unit total resistor Ru.tot is
defined as Rtot ×Wmin. Using these notations, we rewrite (5)
as

Ru.tot = X × Ru.core + N × Ru.cnt (6)

Equation (6) can be rewritten as

X = Ru.tot − N × Ru.cnt

Ru.core
(7)

This equation relates X and N based on the value of the
desired resistance. Note that given a technology and
the desired value of the resistor that we want to design, the
values of Ru.core, Ru.cnt and Ru.tot are known and fixed.
Thus, (7) provides a known relationship between X and N.
Another relation between X and N can be obtained based on

the requirement on the temperature dependence. More
specifically, the TC of Ru.tot in (6) is

X × TCcore × Ru.core + N × TCcnt × Ru.cnt (8)

To achieve a (near) Z-TC, we require (note that the desired TC
can be a negative, zero or positive number, however, without
loss of generality, we have assumed that a (near) Z-TC is
desirable)

X × TCcore × Ru.core + N × TCcnt × Ru.cnt = 0 (9)

Equation (9) can be rewritten as

XN = − TCcnt × Ru.cnt

TCcore × Ru.core
(10)

Given that the TCs of contact and core resistors have opposite
signs, the right-hand side of (10) is positive. We denote this
value for which the positive and negative TCs of the
resistor components balance each other as the balance factor
(BF), that is

XN = TCcnt × Ru.cnt

TCcore × Ru.core

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ = BF (11)

Fig. 2 Rtot example; series combination of N balance resistors
(BRs) with the same length factor of X/N
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Note that given a technology, BF is a fixed number and can be
calculated from the process parameters provided by the
foundry (similar to those given in Table 1). Equation (11)
can be rewritten as

X = N × BF (12)

This equation relates X and N for a (near) Z-TC resistor. Thus,
(7) and (12) provide a system of two equations of two
unknowns and can be solved for X and N.
Note that since Rtot has a near Z-TC consisting of identical

resistor units, every resistor unit must have near Z-TC. Thus,
intuitively, each of these resistor units has to have a length
(i.e. X/N ) that is exactly equal to BF. In other words, the
Rtot consists of N resistor units each of length X/N × Lmin

and having a near Z-TC. Therefore, we call this near Z-TC
resistor unit balanced resistor (BR).
For example, suppose that we want to design a 15 kΩ

resistor with a (near) Z-TC. From Table 1 we have, Ru.tot =
15 × 0.4 = 6 Ω·μm and

BF = TCcnt × Ru.cnt

TCcore × Ru.core

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ = 3.15 (13)

After solving for X and N from (7) and (12), we have N = 4.12
and X = 12.98. However, since N is a number of resistor units,
it has to be an integer. Thus, for N = 4 (N = 5), X becomes
12.6 (15.75), hence introducing an error of (12.6–12.98)/
12.98 = –2.9% (21.3%) in the value of the resistor. The
designed resistor will be Ru.tot = 14.6 kΩ (18.2 kΩ) instead
of 15 kΩ.
Thus, in this structure (as compared to the structure

previously presented in [29] which is based on Rlong and
Rshort), all resistor units are identical and therefore have the

same temperature behaviour. Furthermore, this structure
with identical unit resistors is more layout-friendly.
However, with this approach, one still cannot design an Rtot

with an arbitrary value and there will be some error due to
the requirement of N being a positive integer number. In
what follows, we address the design problem of how to
implement an arbitrary (near) Z-TC resistor with minimal
(ideally zero) error in its value.

3.1 (Near) Z-TC resistor with an arbitrary value
using parallel/series-combinations algorithm

Let us first find the minimum possible value of BR available
in a given technology. Given that

BF = TCcnt × Ru.cnt

TCcore × Ru.core

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ (14)

from (7), (12) and (14), we have

N = Ru.tot/ Ru.cnt − Ru.cnt
TCcnt

TCcore

( )
(15)

For the process used in this work, substituting Ru.cor and Ru.cnt

in kΩ, we obtain N = Ru.tot/1.46 or Ru.tot = 1.46N. Since
Ru.tot = Rtot ×Wmin, we can derive Rtot as a function of N for
Wmin = 0.4 μm as follows

Rtot = (1.46/0.4)× N = 3.65× N (16)

From (16), one can obtain possible values for structures made
of series combination of N BRs.
If the specific resistor values given by (16) can be used in a

design, then no additional design step is required. However, if
a different value is desired, which is typically the case, then
the following approach can be applied.
Since the minimum BR increment is 3.65 kΩ (for N = 1

and near Z-TC), we need a procedure to design an smaller
resistor in the range of 0–3.65 kΩ, so that it can be added
to any series combination of the BR building blocks (16) to
cover the full range of resistances. One possibility is to use
parallel combination of these BRs to create the smaller
residual resistor. There are many different ways to
implement such smaller resistor, however, many are ad hoc
methods and will not necessarily result in an optimal
configuration (in a sense of number of resistors used). To
achieve the optimal configuration with the least number of
BRs, we can use a dynamic programming algorithm [30]
and efficiently find all possible values for such residual
resistors with a given error bound (as percentage of BR).
Given the specific percentage error of e, the algorithm
considers separate intervals of [p × e, (p + 1) × e) for all
0≤ p ≤ 1/e − 1 and finds a specific series/parallel
combination of BRs with minimum number of resistor
building blocks whose value is inside each interval. For
instance, if e = 5%, there are 20 intervals of the form [p ×
0.05, (p + 1) × 0.05) with 0≤ p≤ 19, and thus the algorithm
finds 20 resistors each located in a different interval, so
that, there is one value within each interval. The algorithm
is as follows. In this discussion, s, i, j, k, k′ and k″ are all
positive integers.
We define R1(1) = BR and for the integer number s ≥ 2, we

define Rs as the set of resistors, where each element of the set,
Rs(k), has a value that is less than BR, and each element is
implemented using series and/or parallel combination of

Table 2 Algorithm results for computing all possible residual
resistor values based on previously constructed resistor
combinations with a 5% precision

Rs(k) k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

s = 1 1.00 — — —
R1(k) BR — — —
s = 2 0.50 — — —
R2(k) R1(1)||R1(1) — — —
s = 3 0.33 — — —
R3(k) R1(1)||R2(1) — — —
s = 4 0.25 — — —
R4(k) R1(1)||R3(1) — — —
s = 5 0.20 0.83 — —
R5(k) R1(1)||R4(1) R2(1) +R3(1) — —
s = 6 0.16 0.45 0.75 0.66
R6(k) R1(1)||R5(1) R1(1)||R5(2) R2(1) +R4(1) R3(1) +R3(1)
s = 7 0.14 0.42 0.70 0.58
R7(k) R1(1)||R6(1) R1(1)||R6(3) R2(1) +R5(1) R3(1) +R4(1)
s = 8 0.36 0.95 — —
R8(k) R1(1)||R7(4) R2(1) +R6(2) — —
s = 9 0.64 0.92 — —
R9(k) R2(1) +R7(1) R2(1) +R7(2) — —
s = 10 0.86 — — —
R10(k) R2(1) +R8(1) — — —
s = 11 0.09 — — —
R11(k) R4(1)||R7(1) — — —
s = 12 — — — —
R12(k) — — — —
..
.

— — — —
s = 21
R21(k)

— — — —

s = 22 0.04 — — —
R22(k) R11(1)||R11(1) — — —
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exactly s BR resistors. Furthermore, Rs only includes the
resistors which are not in any Rj where j < s. For example,
R2 is a set of all combinations of two BR resistors. Since
there are only two possibilities, parallel or series
combination of two BRs, and the elements of R2 are
required to be smaller than BR, there will be only one
element in R2, whose value relative to BR is 0.5
(implemented by combining two BR components in
parallel). We compute all possible elements of Rs in a
bottom-up scheme (i.e. the elements of Rs are series or
parallel combinations of two elements, one from Ri and the
other from Rs− i, where 0 < i ≤ s/2), shown in Fig. 3a,
according to the following formula

Rs(k) =

Ri(k
′)+ Rs−i(k

′′), ∀i:0 , i ≤ s/2
∀{k, k ′, k ′′} ≥ 0

OR
∀i:0 , i ≤ s/2

Ri(k
′) ‖ Rs−i(k

′′), ∀ k, k ′, k ′′
{ } ≥ 0

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

In order to avoid any duplication, we use a hash table [30] and
store the values that have been already calculated. For
example, given a desired precision of 5% again, the
proposed algorithm checks different configurations of such
BR-based resistors until it finds exactly one resistor for each
of the 20 intervals.
Table 2 shows the result of the proposed algorithm for

computing all 20 residual resistor values for a 5% precision.
Note that some of Ri sets are empty sets. It also provides

information on how each resistor has been implemented
based on the previously calculated resistors. For example,
for designing a 0.42 BR combination, refer to R7(2), we use
a parallel combination of R6(3) and R1(1), where R6(3) is
the series combination of R4(1) and R2(1). The structure is
shown in Fig. 3b.
We now provide an example: Assume that we want to

design the same 15 kΩ resistor that we discussed earlier.
Further, assume that the required precision is 5% of BR
(i.e. 0.05 × 3.65 kΩ = 182.5\Ω). As a first step, one can
chose a closest value smaller than the given Rtot from (16),
which in this case is 14.60 (using for N = 4 in (16)). By
combining four BRs in series, we obtain 14.60 kΩ.
Therefore, we need to find 15− 14.6 = 0.4 kΩ residual
resistor, using the proposed algorithm. 0.4 kΩ is 0.11 of BR
(3.65 kΩ), hence we can use algorithm results listed in
Table 2 to find the close value to 0.11, which is R11(1) =
0.09. Therefore one can implement Rtot as a series
combination of four BRs in series with 11 BRs in parallel.
The final value turns out to be 4 × 3.65 + 0.09 × 3.65 =
14.93 kΩ with an error of (14.93–15)/15 = 0.5% (or
approximately 2% of BR which is within the desired 5%
precision).
If a higher precision for Rtot is desired, then one needs to

use the same algorithm to find a larger number of residual
resistors. For example, for a precision of 1% with respect to
BR, 100 residual resistors have to be found. Using the
proposed algorithm, one can efficiently find the optimal
residual resistor configuration (in a sense of number of BR
elements used) for any desired precision. The proposed
algorithm provides a technique to design any given resistor
with an arbitrary unit resistor. Here, we use this technique
to design (near) Z-TC resistors. Without loss of generality,
this technique can be extended for designing a resistor with
a desired TC.

3.2 Z-TC resistor with an arbitrary value by
changing resistor width, W

The algorithm proposed in the previous subsection is useful
when it is desired to keep the width of each resistor block
constant (e.g. in this paper, we assumed minimum width
structures). Note that the temperature behaviour of the
proposed resistor which consists of BRs is independent of
the W of its components. This is due to the fact that the BF
found in (11) depends on both Ru.core and Ru.cnt, while these
unit resistors (based on (2)) are independent of the W,
resistor width. W affects both Ru.core and Ru.cnt in the same
way and since Ru.core has P-TC and Ru.cnt has N-TC, thus
temperature-wise the effect of W is cancelled out. Although
the temperature behaviour of the proposed resistor structure
is independent of its W, the value of the resistor is indeed a
function of W (refer to (2)). Thus, one can increase
(decrease) the width of all BR building blocks to decrease
(increase) the value of Rtot without changing the TC of the
resistor structure. This fact leads us to a simpler design
procedure without the need to use the algorithmic design
proposed earlier.

3.3 Main proposed design procedure

The proposed procedure to implement any arbitrary resistor
with (near) Z-TC behaviour is presented here. Note that the
procedure is general and can be applied to any TC;
however, without loss of generality, we are focusing on
(near) Z-TC structures. Let us consider the same design

Fig. 3 Z-TC resistor example using parallel/series-combinations
algorithm

a Rs(k) is constructed by either series or parallel combination of two elements
from previous sets
b Reconstructed R7(2) by parallel combination of R1(1) and R6(3) which in
turn have been reconstructed based on Table 2. All building block resistors
have the same value of a unit BR
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example of implementing a 15 kΩ resistor that we discussed
earlier. Based on (15), if we use an arbitrary W =Wmin + ΔW,
we can derive

N = Rtot × (Wmin + DW )

1.46
(17)

where in our process Wmin = 0.4. The corresponding resistor
structure is the same as what is shown in Fig. 2 with
W = Wmin + DW instead of Wmin.
To design and implement a (near) Z-TC Rtot = 15 kΩ, using

resistor components with width of Wmin, the raw value for N
was calculated to be 4.12. By properly choosing ΔW, one can
adjust N to be an integer, for example, 5 in this case where a
new W can be found to be 5× 1.46/15≃ 0.49mm. That is, a
ΔW of 0.09 μm is required. As a side note, by increasing the
W from 0.4 μm to 0.49 μm, a 14.90 kΩ resistor is achieved.
The value of the resistor can be further refined if finer
width adjustments are possible in the technology. Using
W = 0.49 μm introduces an error of about 100 Ω as
compared to the target resistor, 15 kΩ which translates to
∼0.7% error. Since the fine tuning of the value is achieved
by adjusting the width of the building blocks, the number
of overall resistor blocks used is generally less than that of
the case when the width of all resistor building blocks is
fixed (which was the case for the proposed algorithm in
Section 3.1).
It is worthwhile to mention that instead of increasing theW

of all N BRs shown in Fig. 2, one can only increase the W of
one BR component and keep the rest intact.
In summary, the proposed design procedure is as follows:

to implement an arbitrary resistor with (near) Z-TC, we
would first choose the closest available BR whose value is
larger than the desired resistor using (16). For instance, if
the goal is to design a 20 kΩ resistor, we choose 21.90 kΩ
structure which consists of N = 6 BR components. Then, we
increase the width of all, some or only one of these N = 6
BR building blocks to achieve the desired resistance.
Note that the proposed design procedure is general and one

can also design and implement a resistor with an arbitrary
positive or negative TC value by setting the (9) equal to the
desired TC rather than zero. The design strategy is the same
as shown in Fig. 2, the only difference is to choose
different length for the resistor components in series
combination; in other words, we still use the same structure,
but for N-TC the resistor lengths will be less than BF (the
resistor components will be Rshort), and for P-TC the
resistor lengths will be more than BF (the resistor
components will be Rlong). The positive and negative TC
range of such resistor is limited by the TC of core and
contact resistors, TCcore and TCcnt, which are provided by
the specific target technology. As a proof-of-concept of the
proposed technique, we have designed and implemented
several different resistor structures. The simulation and
measurement results are provided in the following section.

4 Simulation and measurement results

Based on the design technique proposed above, we have
simulated and implemented several different resistor
structures with Z-TC, N-TC and P-TC. All the simulation
and measurement results provided in this section are over
the temperature range of 25–200°C. The simulations are
performed in Cadence Virtuoso Spectre circuit simulator
and use foundry provided models.

First, we provide the results for a BR of 1, 10 and 100 kΩ
to prove the validity of the proposed technique. Then, we
investigate the role of different width size of a given BR on
its temperature behaviour for different number of series
resistor components, N. In this case, we use yet another BR
value, that is, ∼8 kΩ. Finally, we compare the temperature
behaviour of 10 and 100 kΩ Rtot from different structures:
BR, Rshort and Rlong. In this work, all resistors have been
designed and implemented using the structure shown in
Fig. 2.
During the measurements, for each resistor, we applied

between 50 and 150 different sample currents and measured
the voltage across the resistor for each current at the given
temperature. The resistor value for each temperature has
been calculated by fitting a line into measured current/
voltage data. The measurements are done on three different
test chips and at 25, 75, 125, 175 and 200°C.

4.1 Temperature stability of BRs in the range of
1–100 kΩ

The simulation and measurement results presented in Fig. 4
provide the temperature stability of three different BRs in a
range of 1–100 kΩ. Note that there is a good match
between the simulation and measurement results. The
values of BR structures are arbitrarily chosen to show the
validity of the method, however, the performance is not
limited to these values. Note that for larger size resistors,
for example, 1 MΩ, one can use a series combination of the
above resistors (e.g. 10 × 100 kΩ BR structure) and achieve
the same temperature stability. Also, for smaller size
resistors, for example, 100 Ω for example, one can use a
parallel combination of such resistors (e.g. 10 × 1 kΩ BR
structure).

4.2 Temperature stability of an ∼8 kΩ resistor with
different width BRs

In this section, we investigate the effect of the width of the
resistor components on the temperature behaviour of the
proposed BR structure. As expected, the measurements
confirm that the temperature stability of the proposed

Fig. 4 Simulation and measurement results for BRs of 1, 10, 100
kΩ over the temperature range of 25–200°C
The measured TCs (ppm/°C) are + 62.9, −19.4 and −56.7, respectively
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resistor structure is independent of the width of its building
blocks.
Fig. 5 shows the simulation and measurement results of an

∼8 kΩ BR with three different width size. In essence, we
designed three BRs with N = 1, 6 and 13 and for larger
number of N, we also increased the width so that the total
amount of BR structure remains about the same ∼8 kΩ.
Comparing the measurements and simulations, there are

some errors in the total amount of all three resistors. The
one with N = 1 introduces a larger error, whereas the other
two (N = 6 and 13) show about the same error. This extra
error can be attributed to the impact of process variation
during the fabrication, since N = 1 structure is highly
process-dependent, whereas the other two are more robust
due to multiple finger structure. Therefore comparing N = 6
with N = 13 BR structure, they both provide about the same
temperature behaviour over the temperature range of 25–
200°C. Note that in all cases the value of the resistor is
approximately temperature-independent (N-TC behaviour).

4.3 Comparing 10 kΩ BR, Rshort and Rlong

structures

The simulation and measurement results in Fig. 6 present the
temperature behaviour of a 10 kΩ resistor with three different
structures, BR, Rshort and Rlong. Supporting the proposed
technique, both simulation and measurement results confirm
that the Rshort shows an N-TC behaviour since the TC of
contacts is dominant as compared to the core resistor TC,
while the BR obtains (near) Z-TC and the Rlong shows a
P-TC behaviour since the core resistor TC is dominant as
compared to the TC of contacts. These results are also
listed in Table 3.

4.4 Comparing 100 kΩ BR, Rshort and Rlong

structures

The simulation and measurement results shown in Fig. 7
present the temperature behaviour of a 100 kΩ resistor
again with three different structures, BR, Rshort and Rlong.
The simulation results illustrate the same temperature
behaviour compared with the results for a 10 kΩ resistor

shown in Fig. 6. This trend confirms the validity of the
proposed technique for different resistor values. Note that
the measurement results show a bend, that is, steeper drop,
at high temperature (beyond 175°C) for all three large value
resistor structures (i.e. 100 kΩ resistors in this work). The

Fig. 5 Simulation and measurement results for a ∼8 kΩ BR with
different width size (N = 1, 6 and 13) over the temperature range of
25–200°C
The measured TCs (ppm/°C) are −41.4, + 26.4 and + 30.8, respectively

Fig. 6 Simulation and measurement results for a 10 kΩ resistor
with different structures (BR, Rshort and Rlong) over the
temperature range of 25–200°C
Measurements are done on three different test chips, however, the variation at
each point is less than 10 Ω and thus are masked by the marker. Note that the
measured TC (ppm/°C) of the BR structure which is supposed to have a
(near) Z-TC is −19.4

Table 3 TC of a 10 kΩ resistor with different structures (BR,
Rshort and Rlong) over the temperature range of 25–200°C
calculated based on both simulation and measurement results

10 kΩ BR Rshort Rlong

TCsim ppm/°C −0.041 −293 +61
TCmes/°C −19.4 −411 +73

Fig. 7 Simulation and measurement results for a 100 kΩ resistor
with different structures (BR, Rshort and Rlong) over the
temperature range of 25–200°C
Measurements are done on three different test chips, however, the variation at
each point is less than 100 Ω and thus are masked by the marker. The
measured TC (ppm/°C) of the BR structure, which is supposed to have a
(near) Z-TC is −56.7
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bend can be attributed to the dangling bond effect of
polysilicon resistors, which appears and dominates at about
200°C and it reduces the resistance value of the polysilicon
materials [31].

5 Conclusion

A technique for implementing monolithic resistors with a
desired TC over a wide temperature range is presented. The
technique is based on taking advantage of resistor contacts
that has an opposite TC as compared to the TC of the
resistor core itself. The main design goal is to find a
specific length factor based on the proposed technique for
implementing a given resistor Rtot with a desired TC.
Finding this length factor, one can use the proposed resistor
structure consisting of identical resistor components with
the same length factor to implement the Rtot. These
identical resistors can be chosen to be Rlong, BR or Rshort,
depending on the desired TC values, which are P-TC,
(near) Z-TC or N-TC, respectively. Several resistor
structures in the range of 1–100 kΩ have been simulated
and implemented in a 0.13 μm CMOS technology. The
simulation and measurement results over the temperature
range of 25–200°C confirm the validity of the proposed
technique. The technique is general and can be applied to
any technology (aside from the 0.13 μm CMOS technology
used in this work) in which core and contact components of
resistors have opposite TC. The proposed technique to
implement (near) Z-TC resistors has been used in a 1-MHz
relaxation oscillator to stabilise the output frequency of the
oscillator over a wide temperature range [32].
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